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Great Expectations 
Part Three: Solutions 
 
How to get the most out of your Expert 
The below suggestions aim to alleviate, reduce or remove the issues 
faced by clients and lawyers explored in article one. 
 
Fees 
Clients and lawyers should interrogate fee budgets to compare 
inclusions and exclusions with other fee budgets. As with tendering, the 
cheapest is not necessarily the best option. Thought should be given to 
why a bid is cheaper – is it tactical to win the commission? Is it missing 
significant tasks (check documentation review allowance)? Or is it 
simply due to the proposed expert having less experience than others in 
the running? 
 
Experts should be clear in their budgets and allow for all tasks. They 
should explain the rates, (for example due to qualifications, experience, 
understanding of the process), as well as key inclusions and exclusions. 
 
Costs  
Everyone can mitigate costs with clear communication and 
establishment of the brief. A check-in at each stage of the commission 
would be advisable for very tight budgets. 
 
Costs can often be mitigated at the information gathering and review 
stage as suggested below. 
 
Experts should make sure the client or lawyer is aware of any additional 
costs as soon as they arise – they should not wait until the final invoice 
to mention them for the first time. 
 
Delay 
Clients, lawyers and experts should advise of other commitments 
before, during and after the commission and set out a clear timetable.  
 
Experts should include time in their planning for a period of clarifications 
after issue of the report. They should also bear in mind that court or 
tribunal deadlines are not easily moved and involve increased client 
costs. 
 
Honesty 
Clients and lawyers should encourage frank discussion and request 
honest feedback on the weaknesses of the case early on in the process. 
 
Experts should be clear about the weaknesses in the case and raise 
them as soon as possible. This will make tackling them easier. 
 
Communication  
Do it more! All parties need to communicate more and often. It is not just 
about staying up to date, provide reasons behind queries or requests. 
Remember that no one is a mind-reader: be explicit! 
 
All parties should ask for and provide feedback on the commission once 
it is complete. It will assist with the management of future commissions. 
 
Writing Style 
At the time of the bid, clients and lawyers should check expert CV’s for 
evidence of expert witness qualifications which usually cover report 



 
 

 

writing skills. Where clients or lawyers have not worked with an expert 
before or have not had a recommendation, they could ask for a redacted 
report and make their expectations clear (see communication).  
 
Another gauge, subject to budget constraints, is to request a preliminary 
opinion in a short memo report. This will provide an idea of what is to 
come so that any issues can be ironed out, or time can be built into the 
schedule to get it proofed. 
 
Experts who have not undertaken an expert witness course should do so 
to provide a solid grounding in what is required and expected of an 
expert report. It is essential to ask colleagues to proof-read and check 
the report layout and grammar before issuing. 
 
Accountability 
It is difficult to propose a solution for this one. It comes down to having a 
good relationship with an expert and lawyer which can only be 
developed over time. Many of the suggestions in this article will assist in 
building that relationship – particularly relating to honesty and 
communication.  
 
Focusing on only one relationship with a particular expert or lawyer can 
also be problematic because consideration also needs to be given to 
selecting the right professional for the particular problem. 
 
When the expert or legal professional is fully briefed on the client’s 
position on risk it should be easier to identify which disputes are worth 
pursuing with more confidence. Sadly, there are no guarantees, but a 
better understanding of client needs will help to reduce the risks. 
 

“Early expert input will assist with getting a clear brief which 
in turn reduces scope creep and unexpected costs” 

 
How to train your Client 
The following are suggestions aimed to alleviate or remove some of the 
issues faced by experts explored in article two, with the consequence of 
better value expert services. 
 
Information  
Clients, and to some extent lawyers, should know what information they 
have before they give it to the expert. In an ideal world, a client-side 
resource, familiar with the project should collate and check all 
information and, crucially, state what is missing. If there are documents 
missing and this is communicated, ‘all certificates are provided bar three 
which are not available,’ then immediately time and resource is saved 
querying where the missing information is.  A client document control 
resource would usually be much more cost effective than an expert in 
performing that task. 
 
Experts should ensure they ask for all the required information and 
discuss documentation with the client or lawyer as early as possible. 
Having a clear RFI process, including adequate time and costs to deal 
with the chosen document control system will also streamline the 
process. This should include document download time. Being clear 
about the costs of document control in the budget allows clients the 
chance to mitigate the costs with their own resources. 
 
 



 
 

 

Sensitivity 
There is no substitute for face to face meetings unfortunately, but in the 
current climate, better communication and video meetings will have to 
suffice until they are once again viable. 
 
Clients can assist with smoother information gathering by briefing their 
staff in as much detail as possible on the expert’s role and encouraging 
staff to communicate with the expert and each other to locate the 
relevant information. 
 
Timeframes  
Sometimes it is not possible to mitigate short timeframes with deadline 
extensions or increased costs for additional resources.  
 
Clients and lawyers should get experts involved as early on in the 
process as possible, so that experts can be frank about the time and 
resources that are needed, or to provide alternative considerations. 
 
Clients and lawyers who have had a longer involvement with the dispute, 
should try and pre-empt potential late expert involvement by engaging 
an expert as early as possible. I know this sounds counter-intuitive, but 
this could be as simple as a briefing and a conflict check process on a 
‘just in case’ basis, which could save valuable time and reduce pressure 
later. 
 
Delays 
Down tools instructions are necessary from time to time and often save 
costs. However, clients and lawyers should be aware of the 
consequences of such instructions on the experts budget, which is 
unlikely to include an item for re-familiarisation in the event of a down 
tools instruction. 
 
Scope Creep 
Ensuring that the expert has included all of the issues and tasks required 
in their budget will prevent scope creep. Being clear with the brief at the 
outset minimises unexpected time and costs for all parties. 
 
Where the scope is unclear or vague, requesting assistance from the 
expert to develop the brief before the fee budget is provided can save 
time and costs later. 
 
Experts should make it clear what tasks and issues are included and 
excluded from their fee budgets. 
 
Communication  
Everyone needs to do more of it! Poor or ambiguous instructions can be 
assisted with early expert involvement where appropriate. All parties 
should be clear about their needs and expectations. 
 
Technology  
Client’s and lawyers who have preferred technology platforms should 
consider joint training sessions with the experts to highlight issues that 
experts might experience. When experts do not have the same viewing 
permissions as the clients or lawyers, it can be difficult to understand 
the problems without joint training.  
 
Experts should consider what technology is to be used for document 
control at the outset and build it into their fee budgets, that way the 
clients and lawyers will get visibility of the effect that document control 
and technology has on the costs. 



 
 

 

Recommendations 
After reviewing all of the feedback from expert commissions, it seems 
there are two things that will produce better expert experiences for 
everyone. These two things affect almost every issue experienced so 
are the most effective way to improve the process immediately. They 
are: Information and Communication. 
 
Providing quality information in a clear way and as soon as possible is 
key to avoiding many of the issues experienced, particularly concerning 
costs, delays and technology. It will also improve the expert’s ability to 
identify any weaknesses earlier. 
 
Communicating early and continuously should reduce or resolve many 
of the other common issues, early expert input will assist with getting a 
clear brief which in turn reduces scope creep and unexpected costs. It 
could also avoid delays with increased awareness of other parties’ 
commitments. Writing style and technology will also improve when 
discussed in more detail.  
 
Finally, giving and receiving feedback to and from experts will improve 
client and expert management for everyone. Even if the particular 
expert will not be engaged again in future, clients or lawyers may learn 
what not to do with the next one! 
 
 
 
If you require any further information, please contact Rhiann Storey at 
rhiannstorey@hka.com.  
 
 

  

 


